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THEOREMS OF FUBINI TYPE FOR

ITERATED STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS

BY

MARC A. BERGER1 AND VICTOR J. MIZEL2

Abstract. An extension of the Itô calculus which treats iterated Itô

integration, as applied to a class of two-parameter processes, is introduced.

This theory includes the integration of certain anticipative integrands and

introduces a notion of stochastic differential for such integrands. Among the

key results is a version of Fubini's theorem for iterated stochastic integrals,

in which a "correction" term appears. Applications to stochastic integral

equations and to the Itô calculus are given, and the relation of the present

development to recent work of Ogawa is described.

1. Introduction. Shown in the figure below is a typical feedback diagram.

5(0

The box T signifies a transfer from the input F to the output £. For example,

£(/) = f'o(t - t)F(t) or,       t>0. (1.1)
•'o

Junction y is a step-up or step-down point. Here either some fraction of £ is
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diverted for external consumption, or else £ is scaled up. Thus the remainder

in the loop is

£ - «£• (1.2)
If the process uses this remainder £ to drive itself, along with an external

driving force E, then

F=E + l (1.3)
Combining (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) it follows that the equation governing the

system is

£(0 - f'o(t - T)a(r)£(r) dr= f'a(t - t)E(t) dr,        t > 0.     (1.4)
•A) -'o

Suppose, however, that a is in the form of a noise, a = a, + a2z, where z is a

white noise. Then (1.4) becomes

£(/) - f'a(t - T)a,(T)£(T) dr- f'a(t - t)«2(t)£(t) dß(r)
Jo Jo

= f'a(t - t)E(t) dr,        t > 0, (1.5)
•'o

where ß is a Brownian motion

ß(t) = í'z(r)dT,       t>0.
Jo

This equation is an example of a stochastic integral equation. The existence

theory of such equations will be discussed in §5. The main difficulty in

solving such equations lies in the impossibility of representing the iterates of

the operator

Tf(t) = f'o(t - r)a2(r)f(r) dß(r),       t > 0, (1.6)
•'o

in a form similar to (1.6). This difficulty arises precisely because the integrand

in a stochastic integral must be nonanticipating. Thus there is no meaning

given a priori to an integral like

f\fo(t-Tx)o(rx-T)a2(rx)dß(rx)
0 ..

Itô [8] has defined an integral

•t  rt

^)f^)dß(r).        (1.7)

/(') = /" f 8(rl,r2)dß(rx)dß(r2)
Jo Jo

where g G L2([0, /] X [0, /]). His definition there is

/(') =/0'{/0T2[^(T"T2) + S(t2>t.)] WCi)} dß(r2),       t > 0.    (1.8)
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This integral behaves in many ways like a single stochastic integral, but not

like two iterated integrals. For example, one can show that (1.8) implies

f'['<p(Tx)HT2)dß(Tx)dß(T2)

f<p(r) dß(r)\   fV(T) dß(r)] - f V(t)«Kt) dr,        t > 0,    (1.9)
•'o J L Jo Jo

for <p, \p G L2([0, /]). Thus, although according to (1.8) the natural definition

for integrals like (1.7) should be

[' f'g(r, r„ /) dß(rx) dß(r) = [' f'g(rx, r, t) dß(rx) dß(r),        t > 0,
•'O Jt Jo Jo

this interpretation has the disadvantage that it utilizes what is in actuality a

two-dimensional integral, rather than an iterated one-dimensional integral.

For this reason we develop here a different extension of the stochastic

integral, which allows one to solve equations like (1.5) by iterating operators

such as that appearing in (1.6). This extension is, roughly speaking, the

unique extension which allows integrals to be iterated one variable at a time,

in the usual fashion. Thus, for example, a formula like (1.9) will be replaced

by

f /V,)iKt2) dß(rx) dß(r2) = \ f V(t) dß(r)]\ß(r) dß(r) t > 0.

The distinction between our integral and that of Itô, defined by (1.8), will be

clarified through the Correction Formula (Theorem 3.A). The ease of

calculating with our integral readily enables one to uncover a number of

important properties of the Itô stochastic calculus. For example, in Theorem

4.B we provide a differentiation rule for processes of the form

£(t) = F(t,ß(t)),       t>0,

where

F(t, x) = ['<p(r, t, x - ß(r)) dß(r),        t > 0, x G R.
•'o

For a different approach to the Correction Formula the reader is referred

to Meyer [14, pp. 321-326]. For reference to other types of random integral

equations, we refer the reader to the comprehensive works by Bharucha-Reid

[4] and Tsokos and Padgett [17].

2. Adapted stochastic integral. Let (ti, <$, P) be a probability space, and

{/?(/): / > 0} a Brownian motion on it. For 0 < /, < t2 let 3F(r„ tj denote

the sub-sigma-algebra of f generated by { ß(r) - ß(tj): /, < r < t2). A
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two-parameter stochastic process {/(/,, t^: 0 < /, < t2) is said to be L\-

adapted (with respect to ß) if

(i)/(-, t2) is separable and measurable on [0, t2], t2 > 0,

(ii)/(/„ /j) is f(/„ /2)-measurable, 0 < /, < t2,

(iii)/(/„ Q E L2(ti), 0 < /, < t2,

(iv) j',]E\f(r, t2)\2 dr < oo, t2 > 0.

If conditions (i) and (iv) are replaced by

(i)' f(tx, • ) is separable and measurable on [/„ oo), /, > 0,

(iv)' /{;E|/(i„ t)|2 dr < oo, 0 < /, < t2,

then/is said to be Li-adapted (with respect to ß).

Itô [7] has defined the integral f',]f(tx, r) dß(r) for L2_-adapted processes/,

and its properties can be found in any text on stochastic integration. (See, for

example, Arnold [1, pp. 64-88], Friedman [5, pp. 59-72], Gihman and

Skorohod [6, pp. 11-27], McKean [12, pp. 24-29], McShane [13, pp. 102-152],
Skorohod [16, pp. 15-29].) We address ourselves to the problem of defining a

new stochastic integral of the form f',2f(r, t^ dß(r) for L\ -adapted processes

/•
To begin with we establish the following result characterizing L\ -adapted

processes.

Theorem 2.A. Let Tn(tx, t2) denote the region

{(t„ . . . , rn): tx < t, < • • •  < t„ < t2},       0 < /, < t2.

For any L2+-adapted process f there exists a unique sequence

{<*>„(/„ t2) E L2(Tn(tx, t2)): 0 < /, < t2, n = 1, 2, . . . }

such that, for 0 < /, < t2,f(tx, t2) has the L2(ti) orthogonal expansion

00    r

E/(/„ t2y+ S / V„('i, h; rx,..., rn) dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn).    (2.1)

As a consequence, for 0 < /, < t2,

/(/„ t2) = E/(/„ t2) + />(*„ r, t2) dß(r) (2.2)

where \¡/(tx, r, t2) is ^(tx, r)-measurable, a.e. r E [/,, t2], and

fT\t(t,r,t2)\2dt< oo,        t2 > 0,a.e.rE[tx, t2], (2.3)

('>(/„ t, t2)\2 dr< oo,       0 < /, < t2. (2.4)

E
•^o

E

Proof. By considering the Brownian motion

ßt(t) = ß(tx + t)-ß(tx),       0</</2-/„
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the expansion (2.1) becomes a form of the homogeneous chaos, and follows

directly from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.1 of Itô [8]. The uniqueness follows

from Theorem 4.3 there. The fact that/is L+-adapted implies that for t2 > 0

E f'2 [>(/, t, /2)|2 dt dr- E f'2 /"'>(/, r, /2)|2 dr dt
J0   J0 J0   Jt

< Ejf'2|/(/, í2)j2£/í< oo,

from which (2.3) follows. Similarly, for (2.4),

E f '>(/„ t, t2)\2 dr< E|/(/„ t2)\2< oo.   D

It will be necessary in what follows to restrict our attention to L\ -adapted

processes / for which a stochastic differential of the type 3, /(/„ /^ exists.

That is, using the notation of Theorem 2.A, we will require that

(i) 3E/(/,, t2)/dtx exists, and the left strong L2-derivative 3<p„(/,, tj)/dtx

exists as an element in L2(Tn(tx, /2)),3 0 < /, < t2, n = 1, 2, . . . .

(ii) The series

3/,
E/('„ t2) + f  f ■£- %(/,, t2; t„ . . ., r„) dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn)

converges in L2(ti), for 0 < /, < t2, to an L+-adapted process/°(/„ tj).

(ii) <P](/„ /2; /,) is continuous for 0 < /, < /2, and <jp„(/„ t2; /„•,...,•)

exists (as a trace) in L2(Tn_ ,(/„ z^)), 0 < /, < t2, n = 2, 3,. . . .

(iv) The series

<P.('i, h; /,) + 2  / %('i. '2Î »i. t„ - • • , T„_,) </ä(t,) • • • dß(rn_x)

converges in L2(ti), for 0 < /[ < /2, to an L+-adapted process/(/„ tj).*

Such processes / are said to be L^'-adapted (with respect to ß). The

process f is called the diffusional part of f. In many ways it behaves like a

derivative. For example, iff is of the form

f(tx,t2) = F(ß(t2)- ß(tj)), 0< /, </2,

where F G C'(R), then

/(/„ t2) = F'(ß(t2)-ß(/,)), 0</, </2.

In fact, iff is L^'-adapted, then 3, /(/,, tj) formally exists and is given by

3See Lions and Magenes [11, pp. 191-192]. Note that (iii) follows from this statement.

4In fact, the above conditions hold if <p„(t,, t2; t2, ..., t„+1) belongs to the Sobolev space

WX,\Tn+x(f), t¿), n = 1, 2, .... and the norms satisfy 2?_, ||<p„(-, /2)||V^(r„,(o,/2)) < °°- h >

0. See, for example, Kufner, John and Fucik [10].
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ve, '2) -[/°(íi, '2) + rih, h)} dtx - r(tx, t2) dß(tx),   0 < /, < t2.

(2.5)

Hence/" is simply the negative of the diffusion term in 3, /(/„ tj).

We now make the following definition. Suppose / is an L2? -adapted

process of the monomial form

/('i> h) = / <P('i> hi r%,..., r„) dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn)

where <p(/„ t2) E L2(T„(tx, t2)), 0 < /, < t2. Then f',]f(r, t¿ dß(r) is defined

to be the process5

'('.> h) = [ <P(*i, h\ f* • • •. Vu) dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn+x)

+ [V(t. t2) dr,       0 < /, < t2. (2.6)
Jt\

The first term on the right of (2.6) exists since / is L\ -adapted. The

motivation for this definition is that it follows now from (2.5) formally that

V('i> h) = -/('1, h) dß(tx),       0 < /, < t2.

We note that

E f'7(T, t2) dß (r) = E f'2f(r, t2) dr,       0 < /, < t2. (2.7)

and that this is zero if n > 1. Furthermore if/is an L^'-adapted process of

the monomial form

/ ('.. h) = / <P('i, h\ t„ • • • , tJ 48(t,) • • • dJ8(Tm)
JTm(tut2)

where w < « and <p(/„ tj) E L2(Tm(tx, Q), 0 < /, < t2, then

5By repeated apphcation of a Fubini theorem for iterated integrals of the form dt dß(t) to the

second term on the right of (2.6), one obtains

lUi,t2)=(      .     Mri,h;r2,...,Tn+l)dß(rl)-dß(Tn+x)
■/r„+1((„/2)

+ /     ,     J [TV(t. '2; t.'i, ■ • ■ , t„-,) *] ¿j5(r,) • • • ¿JS(t„.,),  0 < (, < i2.
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f'2f(r, t2) dß(r)}\ f'2f (r, t2) dß(r)
J'i Jt,

E /'*/(*, t2)f (r, t2) dr + f f'2f(r, t2) dr}\ f'2f(r, t2) dr'' L 'i JL 'i

( 9>(t„ t2; t„ . . . , t„)<p(t2, t2; t3, . . ., r„) drx
JT„<t,,t2)

m = n,

dr„
r„(t,,t2)

0,   otherwise

m ■ n — 2,

(2.8)

Here we have used the orthogonality of monomials of order m and n, where

m ¥= n. In particular,

E f'2f(r,t2)dß(r)

í'2\f(r,t2)\2dr+ f'2f(r,t2)dr
Jt, Jt.

= E 0 < /, < t2.       (2.9)

Using the above definition and Theorem 2.A it is now desired to extend this

stochastic integral to general L^'-adapted processes /. To this end the

following result is presented.

Theorem 2.B. There is a unique extension of the integral J'j f(r, t^ dß (r) to

all L2+-adapted processes f, satisfying the following continuity condition:

Whenever [fk: k = 1,2, ...} is a sequence of

L2+-adaptedprocesses for which

lim  E[ \fk(tx, t2)\2 + !/<>(/„ t2)\2 + \fk(tx, t2)\2} = 0,

f'2{     sup     E[l£(T, t2)\2 +\fk(r, t2)\2}} dr < oo,
-'O    l k=\,2, . . .      L '

then

for 0 < /, < t2

lim  E
&—»00

f'2fk(r,t2)dß(r)
Jt,

= 0,
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Proof. For the existence of the extension it is necessary to establish the

L2(ti) convergence of the series

2   ¡hfn(r,h)dß(r),       0 </,</,, (2.10)

for each/which has the L2(ti) expansion

00

/(/„ t2) = E/(/„ t2) + 2 /„(/„ /2),       0 < /, < /2,
71=1

with/, L^'-adapted and of the monomial form

Wuh)"{ q,n(tx,t2;rx,...,rn)dß(rx)---dß(rn),        0 < /, < /2,
JT„(tx,t2)

for n = 1,2,.... Here, as before,

?„(/„ t2) E L2(Tn(tx, t2)),       0 < r, < r2, « = 1, 2,-

Consider first the series

Ï   ('YÁT,t2)dr.
n=\ Jt,

(2.11)

By assumption (iv) in the definition of L^'-adapted, the series 2^_ ] f„(r, t^

tends to f(r, t2) in L2(ti) for large N, at each point r E [/„ t2]. Furthermore,

again using the orthogonality of monomials of different order,

2 m(*V ht = Eif(r, t2)\\        r G[/„ /2]. (2.12)
n= 1

Since f is L\ -adapted,

f'2E|/(T,/2)|2aV< oo,       0</,</2.

Thus, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem, the series

2 f'2E[rn(tx,t2)\2dr
n=l Jtl

tends to J',2 E\f(r, t2)\2 dr for large N. Furthermore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality

/'
f(r, t2) - 2 fn(r, h) dr

(h - tx)f
Jt,

E \f(r,t2)\2-   ^\fn(r,t2)\2
n= 1

dr,       0 < /, < t2,
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and thus by Parseval's Formula the series (2.11) converges to f',2f(T, tj) dr in

L2(ti).

Consider next the series

2 &,('.>'2) (2.13)
n-I

where

&>('i> h) = Í <Pn(Tv h> t2, ■ ■ ■, Vu) 40(t,) • • • dß(rn+x),
JT„+¡(<L<2)

0 < /, < t2.

By writing

/T       Í)
' 9^: %(t, r2) dr

and making use of a Fubini  theorem  for iterated integrals of the form

dt dß(t), one obtains

«.('1. h) = f [ ß(rj) - Ä(/,)]%(/„ fc t„ . . . , r„) dJB(T,) • • • dß(rn)
JTMuh)

■ <p„(r, t2; t„ . . . , t„) dß(rj) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn)\ dr,

0 < /, < /2,

and thus by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

E|g„('„/2)|2<2(/2-/I)E \fnih,h)\2   +(t2-tx)ft'2\tf(r,t2)\2dr

0 < /, < t2.

(2.14)

Since f° is JL+ -adapted the Monotone Convergence Theorem can be used as

before to show that

N

22   f'2E\fZ(r,t2)\2dr

tends to /{' E|/°(t, /2)|2 dr for large N, 0 < /, < t2. Hence the series con-

verges in L2(ti). And now using (2.6) it follows that the series (2.10) also

converges.
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Concerning the continuity condition, the estimate

2

E f'2f(r,t2)dß(r)   <2E f'2f(r,t2)dr + 4(/2-/I)E|/(/1,/2)f

+ 4(/2 - /,)2E (l2f°(r,t2)dT 0 < /, < t2,

which follows from (2.12) and (2.14), and the theorem on dominated conver-

gence, show that the integral we constructed satisfies this condition.   □

A closer analysis of the above proof reveals that for the existence of the

integral in Theorem 2.B it suffices that/" exist, and that

2   K(-^2)|rL2(7-„+|(o,,2))<  », t2>0.
n= 1

Some of the important properties of this integral are summarized in the

following result.

Theorem 2.C. Letfx,f2 be L2?-adapted, and set

h(h h) = f'2fk(r, t2) dß(r),       0<tx<t2,k=l, 2.
Jt¡

Let a,b E R. Then

(a) (Linearity) j't2[afx(r, tj + bf2(r, Q] dß(r) = alx(tx, Q + bl2(tx, tj, 0 <

/, < t2.

(b) (Smoothness) Ix is L2+-adapted, andIx = — /J, I\= fx.

(c) E/,(/„ tj = Ef'2fx(r, Q dr, 0 < /, < t2.

(d)

Kh{h,h)I2(tx,t2)

= E { fyx (r, t2)f2 (r, t2) dr +   f'2fx (r, t2) dr    f'2f2 (r, t2) dr  J

+ E f'2[ fx (r, t2)g2(r, t2) + f2 (r, t2)gx(r, t2)] dr

= Ef'2fx(r,t2)f2(r,t2)dr
Jh

+ E f'2[fx (t, /2)/2 (t, t2) + f2 (r, t2)Ix (r, t2)] dr,   0 < /, < t2,
Jt\
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where

gk(r,i2)=J'2Efk(rx,t2)dß(rx)

+ 2   / <r\„(T„ t2; t2, . . . , rnJrX) dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn+x),

0 < r < t2, k = 1, 2,

and the functions {<&„: n = 1,2,...} are as in Theorem 2. A. In particular,

E\Ix(tx, t2)\2 = e[ r%(r, t2)\2 dr +   f'2fx(r, t2) dr
Jt\ Jt\

.

+ 2EÍ'2fx(r,t2)gx(r,t2)dr

= E f'2\fx(r, t2)\2 dr + 2E f'2fx(r, t2)Ix(r, t2) dr,    0 < /, < t2.

Proof. All four parts follow directly from Theorem 2.A, using (2.6), (2.7),

(2.8), (2.9) and the observation

&('., h) = 4('i> h) - f'2fk(r, t2) dr,   0<tx<t2,k = l,2.   □

3. Correction Formula. In this section we present the following

Theorem 3.A (Correction Formula). Let f be L^-adapted, and assume

f'2\f(t, t)\2 dt< oo,       E f'2 f'\f(r, t)\2 dr dt< oo.
J'i Jt, Jt¡

Then

f'2('2f(T, 0 dß(t) dß(r) = f'2 f'f(r, t) dß(r) dß(t) + f'2f(t, t) dt.
Jh Ji Jti Jt¡ Jt¡

Proof. If fis a deterministic function, the result follows directly from (2.6)

with n = 1 and <p(/,, t2; rx) = /(/„ t,). So let/be of the monomial form

/(T,/)-f        <p(t,/;t„ ...,rn)dß(rj)- ■ ■ dß(r„),        /, < r < / < t2,
JTn{r,t)

(3.1)
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where n > 1. Then by (2.6)

/'/(t, /) dß(r) =/ <p(rx, /; t2, . . ., t„+1) dJ8(r,)

• • • dß(rn+x) + ff(r, t) dr,       /, < / < /2,

and thus

/'7'/(t, 0 dß(r) dß(t) = f <p(rx, r„+2; r2, . . . , T(l+I) ̂(r,)
y'i   J*\ JT„ + 2(tut2)

• • ■ dß(rn+2)    + f'2 f'2f(r, t) dß(t) dr,
Jtx     JT

where we have used a Fubini theorem in manipulating the last term. Next let

g(T,t2)=f'2f{T,t)dß(t), /,<T</2,
JT

so that

g(r,t2) = [ <p(r,Tn + x;rx,...,r„)dß(rx)- ■ • dß(r„+x),
JT„+l(r,t2)

/,   < T  <   t2.

Then by (2.6)

f'2 f'2f(r, t) dß(t) dß(r) = f'2g(T, t2) dß(r)
J'l   Jr Jt,

- /" 9(ti. t„+2; t2, . . . , t„ + 1) </Ä(t,) • • • dß(r„+2)
JT„ + 2(t¡,t2)

+ f'2g-(T, t2) dr.

Since/(/, /) = 0 it is enough to show that

g'(T,t2)=f'2f(r,t)dß(t),       tx <t</2,

and this is easily verified from the forms of / and g. Thus the Correction

Formula holds if/is of the form (3.1). Finally, using Theorem 2.A and the

continuity condition of Theorem 2.B, it follows that the Correction Formula

holds for any L^'-adapted process/.   □

The process

T}(tx,t2)=('2f(T,t2)dß(r)

is, by Theorem 2.C, L^'-adapted, and, as such, possesses a formal differential
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3, tj(/„ t2). However, it is of greater interest to compute 3, (/,, tj) since this is

an Itô-differential (not just a formal notation), and

r,(/„ t2) = f'23Tr,(/„ r).

The Correction Formula can be employed to this end.

Theorem 3.B. Let f be L2+l -adapted and set

lÓi. h) = f'7(T, h) dß(r),        0 < /, < t2.
Jt\

Suppose

/('i> h) - ñ*i> h) = Pfl('i, *) *  + f'Xt» r) dß(r),

0 < /, < t2,

where a, b are L2+-adapted processes satisfying

Ej^'2[|a(/„ t2)\2 +\b(tx, t2)\2] dtx dt2< oo,       T > 0,

Jr|6(/,/)|20'/< oo,       T>0.

Then

9/,l('i» '2) = 6(/2,/2)+/'2a(T,/2)a-ß(T)

f(t2,t2) + f'2b(r,t2)dß(r) dß(t2).

Proof. The theorem follows directly from the Correction Formula. Indeed,

f'2 b(r,r) + fa(r',r)dß(r')
J'i  Y Jt¡

dr

+ V2 f(r, r) + Cb(r', r) dß(r')} dß(r)

= fV« O dß(r') + f'2\ f'2a(r', r) dr + f'2b(r', r) dß(r)} dß(r')
J'\ Jt,   |_-V Jr'

= f'2f(r',t2)dß(r').    O
Jti
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It is worthy of note that although the process (here /, is fixed) x(/) =

/' /(T> 0 dß (r) is not, in general, a martingale, the Correction Formula does

provide its Doob-Meyer decomposition whenever/is of the form (cf. (2.2))

Thus

f(tx,t2) = l'2*(tx,T)dß(r).
J'¡

f'2f(r, t) dß(r) = f'\ (VÎT,, r) dß(rx)\ dß(r) + f'i(r, r) dr. (3.2)
y'i Jt\ Y J'\ J J'¡

As another application of the Correction Formula, let X(t) be a strictly

increasing differentiable function of / on [/,, t2] with

X(t) > t,       /, < / < t2. (3.3)

Suppose we were to define, for /] < r < / < t2,

1,    t < X(t),
f(T> ')  =    ,

1 0,     / > A(t),

and substitute this in the Correction Formula. Then

r~'('2)ß(X(r)) dß(r) + f'2   ß(X~x(r)) dß(r)

= ß(t2)ß(X-x(t2)) - ß(tx)ß(X(tx)). (3.4)

This is an integration by parts formula. Of course the difficulty here is that /

is not L^'-adapted, since dTf(r, t) does not exist. But in this case (since/ is

deterministic) the Correction Formula can be verified directly from (2.6). In

fact, as long as the process

8(t> h) = f7(T, t) dß(r),       /, < t < /2,

has a diffusional part g", then

f'2g(r, t2) dß(r) = Í'2 f'f(r, t) dß(r) dß(t) + f Y(r, t2) dr.
Jt\ Jt, Jtl Jt,

Now we check that

,    f,      ¡ß(Kr))-ß(r),     /,<r<X-'(/2),
g(T< h) = 1

[ß(t2)-ß(r), X-\t2)<r<t2.

Because of (3.3) it follows that g'= 1. Thus (3.4) is established. However, a

more difficult question involves the case where

X(t) > t,       /, < / < r2, (3.5)
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and the strict inequality (3.3) no longer holds. Here we have

[ I. A(T) * T,
8{T,h)     ll-(lAX'(r)),    X(T) = T.

Thus we arrive at the following extension of (3.4)

fX~'°2)ß(X(r)) dß(r) + f'2   ß(X~x(r)) dß(r)

= ß(t2)ß(X~x(t2)) - ß(tx)ß(X(tx)) -jf(l AA'(t))oV

where A is the set (t G [/,, /2]: X(r) = r). Now we merely note that, by (3.5),

j{l/\X'(r))dr=^ dr

and we arrive at the following:

Theorem 3.C (Integration by Parts). Let X(t) be a strictly increasing

differentiable function of t on [/„ /2], with X(t) >/,/,</< t2. Let A be the set

{/ G [/„ t2\. X(t) = /}. Then

P"'('2)ß(X(r)) dß(r) + P2   ß(X-x(r)) dß(r)

= ß(t2)ß(X-x(t2)) - ß(tx)ß(X(tx)) - t(A)

where £ is Lebesgue measure.

Similar techniques to those used to establish Theorem 3.C can be used to

generalize the Correction Formula to deterministic functions/defined on

S = {(r, /): a,(t) A h < / < A2(t) A h)

where Xx, X2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.C, and A, < A2. We merely

extend the function / defined on S to the whole triangle, /, < r < / < t2, by

setting it equal to zero on the complement of S. The reader can check that

ff(r, t) dß(t) dß(r) = [f(r, t) dß(r) dß(t) + [/(/, /) dt
JS JS JA

where A = S n {(t, /): r = /}.

4. Carathéodory principle. A particularly interesting class of stochastic

processes consists of those of the form

/('i> h) =<p('i> h, ß(t2) - ß (/,)),       0 < /, < t2.

The conditions for/to be L\ -adapted are

f°° \tp(tx, t2, x)|2exp(-x2/2(/2 - /,)) dx< oo,       0 < /, < t2,   (4.1)
•'-00
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,2

H  f'2 ^     t2'     *   exp(-x2/2(/2 - t)) drdx<oo,       t2 > 0.    (4.2)
J-œJo     Vz2- r

And the conditions for/ to be L2;1-adapted are that the functions

_3_
3x

(3        1    32 \

"37 ~ 2 ai2 H'1'*2' ^

also satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). For such processes / the integral f',]f(r, tj) dß(r)

can be related to an Itô stochastic integral. In fact we have the following

result:

Theorem 4.A (Caratheodory Principle). Let f be an L\x-adapted process

of the form

f(hh) -Hh'tzßih) - ¿8(f,)).       0 < /, < t2.

Then

P2/(t, t2) dß(r) = F(tx,t2,ß (t2)),       0 < /, < /2,

where

F(tx, t2, x) = [%(t, t2, x - ß (r)) dß (r),       0 < /, < t2, x E R.
Jt\

The proof relies on the following two lemmas.

Lemma I. Let Hn be the Hermite polynomial* of degree n, where n > 1. And

let a(tx, t2) be a deterministic function which is differentiable in /, and satisfies

f \a(r,t2)\   + 3t
«(t, h) dr< oo,       t2 > 0.

Then

f'2a(r, t2)Hn(t2 - r,ß(t2) - ß(r)) dß(r)
Jt,

n + 1
a(tx,t2)Hn+x(t2- tx,ß(t2)~ ß(tx))

+ -~TÍ f'2 jj a(T> h)H„^ (h - r,ß(t2) - ß(r)) dr

+ nf'2a(r,t2)H„_x(t2 - r,ß(t2) - ß(r))dr,        O < /, < t2

'These polynomials are defined by

H„ (t, x) = (- t)"exp(x2/2t) -|^ exp( - x2/2t),       t > 0, x e R, n = 0, 1, .. . .
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Lemma II. Theorem 4.A holds for functions <p of the form

<p(/1; t2, x) = a(tx, t2)H„ (t2 - tx, x),       0 < /, < t2, x G R,

where a satisfies the conditions of Lemma I.

Proof of Lemma I. The proof relies on the fact that

±Hm(t2 - tx,ß(t2) - /?(/,)) =/ dß(rx) ■ ■ ■ dß(rn),
"' JTn(t],t2)

« = 1,2.

(A very short proof of this result appears in McKean [12, p. 37].) Thus, using

(2.6) and substituting

3
— a(r„ t2) drx,       /, < t < t2,

we have

1    fh
± ft2a(r, t2)Hn(t2 - r, ß(t2) - ß(r)) dß(r)
n. J¡t

= f a(rx,t2)dß(rx)---dß(rn+x)
JT„ + ,(<„<2)

+ ['2a(r,t2)f dß(rx)---dß(rn_x)dr

= a(tx,t2)f dß(rj)---dß(rn+x)

+ p2 j- a(r, t2) [ dß(rx)---dß(rn + x)dr
■>/,    àr JTH+dr,t2)

+ f'2a(r,t2)f dß(rx)---dß(r„_x)dr
Jtl JT„-1(t,12)

■   (ni  m  a^> ^R+l (¿2 -  h ßih) - /*('.))(n + 1)!

+ 7-^7 f'2 jj a(r, t2)Hn+x{t2 - r,ß(t2) - ß(r)) dr

+ ZT3W i'2ß(T' 'l)*-! ('2 - T> ßih) - ß(r)) dr,

from which the desired result follows.   □

Proof of Lemma II. Let

<P\('i> h, x) = a(t\> t2)exp(Xx _ a2(?2 ~" M/2)-       0 < /, < /2; X, x G R.
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We now evaluate the integral below using Itô's Formula.

*a('i> h, x) = pW(r, t2, x - ß(r)) dß(r)

= {vx(h> **x- £(/,)) -{a(h, h)exp(X[x - ß(t2)])

+ Ap2«px(T,/2,x- ß(r))dr

+ {S'2Tra{T' h^ÁK* - ßW] - X2('2 - T)/2) *•

0 < /, < t2, x E R,

and thus

Fx{tut2,ß(t2)) = {<Px(t»t2,ß(t2) - ß(tx)) - |a(/„/2)

+ X[\(r,t2,ß(t2)-ß(r))dr

+ X S't2Tra{T> *2){exp(*[ß('2) - /»(t)] - |a2(/2 - t)) - l} dr,

0 < /, < t2.

On the other hand,

<pA(/„ /2, x) = 2   K a(tx, t2)Hn (t2 - /„ x),       0 < /, < t2, x G R,
n = 0   "•

and thus, by Lemma I,

¡\Ar,t2,ß(t2)-ß(r))dß(r)

= {<Px(<u<2>ß(h) - ß(U)) - {"(^'2)

+ X i,'2 Tra{T> h){MX\- ¿Ci) - M] - ^('i - t)) - 1} dr

+ X ['2<px(r, t2, ß (t2) - ß (r)) dr,        0 < /, < t2.
Jt\

And from this it follows that Theorem 4.A holds for {tpx: X E R}; that is,

f'2 x(r, t2,ß(h) - ß(r)) dß(r) = Fx(tx, t2,ß(t2)),

0 < /, < t2, X E R.
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By differentiating this equation n times with respect to X, and setting X = 0, it

follows that Theorem 4.A holds for the function

<p(/„ t2, x) = a(tx, t2)Hn (t2 - /„ x),       0 < /, < t2, x E R.   □

Now we are in a position to present the

Proof of Theorem 4.A. Let <p satisfy (4.1). Then, because of the com-

pleteness of the Hermite polynomials for any fixed first argument, there exists

a unique sequence {an(tx, t2): 0 < /, < /2, n = 0, 1, . . . } such that

00

<p(/„ t2, x) = 2 an(tx, t2)Hn (t2 - tx, x),       0 < /, < t2, x E R,    (4.3)
n = 0

in the sense that

lim   P
AT->oo./_

N

«K'i> h x) - 2 «„Ci, '2W2 - '1. x)
n = 0

• exp(-x2/2(/2 - /,)) dx = 0,       0 < /, < t2.

Furthermore, since

-^ H„(t, x) = nH„_x(t, x),       t > 0, x E R, n = 1, 2, . . . ,

it follows that if 3<p(/,, t2, x)/3x satisfies (4.1) then

3 °° 3
<K'i> '2. x) = 2 *„(/„ '2) 37 #„(>2 - '1. *)>       0 < /, < /2, x G R,

n = 0 "■*
3x

in the same sense. Finally, since

( "37 + \ ë )H"^'x) ~ °'      ' > °'* G R' " = °'l_

it likewise follows that if (3/3/, - j(32/3x2))<p(/„ t2, x) satisfies (4.1) then

(a i     Q 2  \ °°   r   o

9z7 ~ 2   3? M'" '2' ̂  = ?    "977 a"(/" ̂ ^"^ " '" *)'

0 < /, < /2, x G R,

in the same sense.

Now we define for n = 0, 1, . . .

/.('1. '2) = <U'i, '2)^ ('2 - in /3(i2) - 0('i))>       0 < /, < /2.

Because of (4.3) and the continuity condition of Theorem 2.B it follows that,

for 0 < /, < /2,

2   \'2fn(T,t2)dß(r)
n = 0Jti
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•2,
tends to j't]f(r, t2) dß(r) in L2(ti) for large N. Furthermore, if

*»(/„ h, x) = f \(r, t2)Hn{t2 - T, x - ^(t)) dß(r),
Jt\

0 < tx < t2,n = 0,1, ... ,

then S^_o Fni.h, h, x) tends to ^('î. h, x) in L2(ti) in the sense that

lim   P
N-*aoJ-

- t

N

F(tx,t2,x)- 2 Fn(tx,t2,x)
n = 0

• exp(-x2/2(/2 - /,)) dx = 0,       0 < f, < t2,

j-F(tx,t2,x)- 2   |-F„(/„/2,x)
n = 0

exp(-x2/2(/2 - /,)) dx = 0,       0 < /, < /2.

Since this implies that S^_0 F„(/„ /2, ß(t2)) tends to F(/„ /2, ß^J) in L2(fi)

for large N, 0 < tx < /2, and since, by Lemma II, for n = 1, 2, .. .

P7,(M2)48(t)- /<,(/„ r2,Ä(ij)),       0< /, < /2,

the proof of Theorem 4.A is complete.    □

As a corollary of Theorem 3.B we present the following result.

Theorem 4.B. Let

T)(h,t2)=('\{r,t2,ß(t2)-ß(r))dß(r),

7\ (      7\ 1        r\ 2     \
<K'i> h> x)>     9^ <p('i> '2- x)>    I "â7 " 2   9^2 JvCi» *2> *)>

where

(£+î £)*«■•<->

sa/«j(y (4.1) a/ia" (4.2). Then

\v(tx, h) -

+

<p(/2, /2, 0) + JT'2 A «p(r, /2, Ä (r2) - fi (T)) dß (r)

3        1    32

3i2      2   3x2

ay?(/2)

¿rffc '2, 0) + jT'( ^ + I £ )<p(x, /2, /*(/2) - fi(r)) 4P« dt2,

0 < /, < /2.
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Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 3.B once we observe that,

by Itô's Formula,

M'l»<2,0('2) - /*('.)) = ¿<P('l.'2.0(/2) - ß(tx))dß(t2)

I  a
+ ( JF2 + \  M )*('■' t2> ß^)-ß{h)) dt2.   D

5. Stochastic integral equation. In this section we study the linear stochastic

integral equation

£(/) - f'a(r, /)|(t) dß(r) - f'b(r, /)|(t) dr= F(t),        t > 0,    (SIE)

where a, b, F are deterministic functions. A more general class of equations is

analyzed in Berger [2] and Berger and Mizel [3]; but to make this exposition

self-contained, the existence-uniqueness result for (SIE) are presented here.

Theorem 5.A. Let a, b, F be deterministic functions satisfying

\Ht-      suP       H'u h)\ < oo.
0</,</2<7"

||6||r =       sup       \b(tx, t2)\ < 00,
o<r,<f2<r

||*1| r s   sup   \F(t)\ < oo,
0<t<T

for each T > 0. Then there exists a solution £(/) of (SIE) on [0, T] for any

T > 0 such that

sup   E||(/)|2<oo. (5.1)
0<i<T

Furthermore, if I is another solution of (SIE) satisfying (5.1), then I is a version

oft

Proof. To establish existence we construct the successive approximants to

(SIE). Thus let

Í0(t) = F(t),       t>0

£,(/) = F(t) + f'o(r, /)£„_, (t) dß(r) + fb(r, /)|„_, (r) dr,
Jo Jo

t > 0, n = 1, 2,_        (5.2)

The first property of these iterates we establish is

sup  E|£,(/)|2< oo,       T>0,n = 1,2, ....
0<(< T
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This is shown by induction as follows.

sup   E|£„(/)|2< 3\\FfT+ 3NT  sup  E|£,_, (/)|2,       T > 0,n = 1,2, . . .,
o<t<T 0</<r

where

NT =   sup
o</<r

f\o(r,t)\2dr+tf'\b(r,t)\2dr

The next property we establish is

sup   E|4+ ,(0-4, (0|2< 2M* + Mlr)^f^

T > 0.

T > 0,   (5.3)

where

MT=\\ofT+T\\bfr       T>0.

This is shown by the following observation,

E|£, + , (0 - £,(0|2< 2MT(TE%(r) - £,_, (r)|2 dr,
Jo

0 < / < T, n = 1, 2,_

Thus, by (5.3), for each / G [0, T], the sequence {£„(0} converges in L2(ti) to

a random variable £(/). The process £(/) is ^(0, /)-measurable and

sup   E||(/)| < oo,       T > 0.
0<t<T

Since

lim     sup  E|e,(0-È(0|=Q.       T>0'
n~>00   0<i<T

taking limits in (5.2) is valid and £(/) is, therefore, a solution of (SIE).

To establish uniqueness let £(/) and l(t) denote two solutions of (SIE)

satisfying (5.1). Then

E||(/) - |(/)|2< 2MtJ'e\%t) - l(r)\2 dr,       0 < / < T,

and thus

E||(/) - |(/)|2= 0,       0 < / < T.   D

The successive approximants (5.2) are particularly interesting in view of the

Correction Formula. In fact the solution of (SIE) can be represented as an

adapted stochastic integral. This is the content of the following
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Theorem 5.B (Resolvent Formula). Let a, b, F be as in Theorem 5.A, and

also satisfy

sup
0<t,<t2<T

■§r*(t»tù+
t*('"'2)

sup
0<;< T JtF^

< oo,       T > 0,     (5.4)

< oo,       T > 0. (5.5)

Define the iterates on, bn as follows:

°.('.. h) - o(tx, t2),   bx(tx, t2) = b(tx, t2),       0 < /, < t2,

°n+i(*i, h) = [\(ti, r)a(r, t2) dß(r) + {\(tx, r)b(r, t2) dr,
Jt\ Jt,

0 < tx < t2,n= 1,2, ... ,

K+Áh, t2) =(\(tx, r)o(r, t2) dß(r) + í'\(tx, r)b(r, t2) dr,
Jt, J,,

0 < /, < t2, n = 1, 2.

Then the resolvents

00 00

'.('i, h) = 2 o„(tx, t2),   r„(tx, t2) = 2 b„(tx, t2),   0 < /, < t2,
n=\ n=l

exist and are L2^-adaptedprocesses. Furthermore the solution to (SIE) is

H(t) = F(t) + \'ra(r,t)F(r)dß(r)

+ /"['*(T. 0 - °(t, T)r0(T, 0]^(t) *,       t > 0.

Proof. This result is actually a corollary of Theorem 5.A. Indeed, by the

Correction Formula, it follows that the successive approximants £„ are given

by

!„(/) = F(/)+P
-'n

2°*(t,o
k=\

F(r)dß(r)

iJo
2 bk(r, t) - o(r, r) 2 ok(r, t)

k=l k=\

F(r) dr,

t > 0, n - 2, 3,.. .. (5.6)

Thus the convergence of the successive approximants implies the existence of

/■„, rb. The conditions (5.4) and (5.5), together with the continuity condition of

Theorem 2.B, allow us to take limits in (5.6).   □
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Actually, because of the restrictive Lx assumptions on a and b, the

convergence of the approximants £„ is almost sure convergence. This is

because there exists a function C (/) such that

E|in+,(o-uoi2<-^r.   <>o.

This is actually the content of (5.3). And thus the series

|p{|W0-«*)I>¿}
converges for each / > 0. So that by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, £„(/) conver-

ges almost surely for each / > 0. Similarly the conditions (5.4), (5.5) imply the

almost sure convergence of the terms in (5.6). And thus the Resolvent

Formula provides trajectory-type information. For examples concerning the

use of the Resolvent Formula, and for additional information about the

solution of (SIE), and for the case where o, b, F are processes themselves, the

reader is referred to Berger [2], and Berger and Mizel [3].

6. Related stochastic integrals. The authors gratefully acknowledge the help

of the referee in describing the adapted stochastic integral of §2 in the

framework of recent work of Itô [9] and Ogawa [15]. If/is ¿^'-adapted then

I+(U,h;f) = ('2f(r,t2)dß(r)
Jt\

can be written as

P7*(i„ t) dß*(r) (6.1)

where

f*(t» r) = /(/, + h - T, t2),        ß*(r) = ß(tx + t2) -ß(tx + t2- r).

Furthermore,/* is L2.-adapted with respect to ß*. However, the integral (6.1)

does not correspond to Itô's classical integral,

/-(/,,/2;/*)=/V(',,T)aF(V>,

as defined in Itô [7]. The reason for this is as follows. It is shown in Berger [2]

that I+(tx, t2; f) can be written as

lim  ilf(si,t2)[ß(si+x)-ß(si)]

where /, = sx < • • •  < sn+x = t2 is a partition of [/„ t2], and

S =    max    (si+x -sj).
i= 1,.. ., n
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And this limit is also

lim   ir(tvs*+x)[ß*(s?+x)-ß*(s*)],
no ,=1

where sjf+x = /, + t2 — s*+x_¡. And this corresponds to what is referred to as

an 7,-integral, Ij~(tx, t2;f*). In fact, (2.5) amounts to

K (*i. <2,f*) = ' - ('., h;n + P7(r, t2) dr. (6.2)

It is important to note here that whereas for the classical integral I~(tx, t2; f*)

to exist it is enough that f* be ZAadapted, for Ij~(tx, t2; /*) to exist it is

necessary in addition that f exist. This is related to the notion of jS-differen-

tiability introduced in Ogawa [15].

The reader can check that in the context of (6.2) the Correction Formula

becomes

f"\ f'2f(r, t) dß(t)]*dß*(r) = p2[ f >(t, /) dß*(r)
Jt,    Jt Jt,    Jt,

dß(t),

and the Resolvent Formula becomes

i(t) = F(t)+f[ra(r,t)F(r)]*dß*(r)

+ f'rb(r, t)F(r) dr,        t > 0.

All of these results can be expanded to more general /„-integrals, defined by

C C> hlf) = lim 2 f*(t» (1 - <*)$, + asl+x)[ ß*(si+x) - P(s,)].
no ,=1

The interested reader is referred to Berger [2] for further details.
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